Abstract-This paper considers the problems of learning concepts from large-scale data sets. The way we take is completely classification algorithm independent. Firstly, the original problem is decomposed into a series of smaller two-class sub-problems which are easier to be solved. Secondly we present two principles, namely the shrink and expansion principles, to restore the global solution from the intermediate results learned from the sub-problems. In the theoretical analysis, this procedure of integration is described as a statistical inference of a posteriori probability and is degraded as the min-max principles in the special case considering 0-1 outputs. We also propose a revised approach which reduces the computational complexity of the training and testing stage to a linear level . Finally, experiments on both the synthetic and text-classification data are demonstrated. The results indicate that our methods are effective to large scale problems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problems we face today are often large-scale ones, which are difficult sometimes even impossible to handle directly. For instance, the computational cost of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) scales quadratically with respect to the number of examples. As the size of data grows, it is impossible to store the whole kernel matrix in the memory and the time required in training becomes unacceptable in many practical applications. Recently various methods have been proposed to overcome this computational inability. In [1] , the author uses a mixture of SVMs, each of them trained only on a part of the data set. The samples would be reassigned according to the prediction. Another strategy is to eliminate non-support vectors early during the optimization process [2] . These methods could provide substantial saving in computation, however, they depend strongly on classification methods.
On the other hand, multi-class classification problems are usually decomposed into learning a series of two-class classifiers. One-against-all and one-against-one are two popular strategies of decomposition. As pointed in [3] , the run-time complexity of the latter one is below that of the former one, although it casts a k-class problem into k 2 twoclass subproblems and the number of modules increases. A common way to combine the pairwise comparison is by voting [4] . It assumes that the pairwise classifiers output 0-1 values and selects the class with the most winning two-class decisions. In most cases, however, a 0-1 coding for the outcome of pairwise classifier is not so reasonable as a probabilistic one which could express more complex relationship between instances and classes. In the past few years, several authors [5] [6] have proposed probability estimates by combing the pairwise class probabilities. The min-max-modular (M 3 ) network [7] differs from the above work that it further decomposes a two-class problem, which is still too large to fit into particular models, into smaller ones. The main advantage of M 3 is that the original problem could be handled as simple as we expect. Its effectiveness has been provided by tasks involving with multi-class and imbalanced data [8] . In the integration stage, it uses min-max principles to combine the outcome of classifiers. The voting policy has been compared with min-max principles in [9] that the former one achieve the highest accuracy, while the latter one earns the highest performance.
In this paper, we adopt a decomposition method similar to M 3 network to divide a large two-class data set. The main problem we concern is to obtain a global concept from intermediate ones, which are in probabilistic forms reported by classifiers. Then we give a theoretical justification of the procedure of integration which could be categorized into the shrink and expansion principles. Furthermore, we implement this procedure in a more efficient way while considering the over complete set of classifiers.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, M 3 network is introduced briefly.
In Section III, we analyze the problem from a view of statistical learning, then propose two algorithms, and compare them with min-max principles respectively. Several experiments are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions of our work are outlined in Section V.
II. MIN-MAX MODULAR NETWORK
Given a complex two-class problem, the positive and negative training sets could be described as follows:
where {x into a series of small subsets:
in which, {n + , n − } are the number of positive and negative subsets, respectively; {n 
In the testing stage, the values reported by these small classifiers are integrated according to the min-max principles [7] . Suppose that a new instance x 0 is introduced, and all the outcomes of classifiers are arranged in a n + -by-n − matrix M , whose element M ij comes from the one trained from T ij .
First in the Min step, the minimum value in each row is selected to represent the n − classifiers in the same row. These n + values are the inputs in Max step, in which the maximum one is the winner. This two-layer process can be described herê
III. THE INTEGRATION OF PROBABILISTIC OUTPUTS

A. A Statistical View
From the viewpoint of the statistical learning, the task of a classification problem is to deduce the underlying probability distribution from the limited available data. If all the relevant probabilities are known, we could decide its class label according to the well-known Bayesian decision theory [10] .
Specifically, let p(x|ω + ) and p(x|ω − ) denote the classconditional probability density functions for positive and negative parts respectively. The prior probability for positive and negative classes are p(ω + ) and p(ω − ). Then given a new instance x, the optimal class label is:
In many cases ( Figures 1. (a) -(c)), the distribution of samples is not easily learnable or the parametric form is quite complex. However, the large picture may be interpreted as the result of coincidental influence from some simpler distributions (Figures 1. (d)(e)). If the decomposition method is effective enough, the description of a small area is an easy task.
B. Shrink and Expansion Principle
After decomposition on the training samples, it is possible to design classifiers based on the combinations of one positive subset and one negative subset (
Thus, each outcome M ij predicted form the classifier c ij could be inferred as the the probability of the event that the test sample x belongs to ω + i , relative to the hypothesis that it belongs to either ω
At first, we calculate the probability that x belongs to ω
From Equation (2), we could get
Substituting this into Equation (4), we obtain
Then we calculate the probability that x belongs to ω
Refering to ω
and Equation (4), we alternatively have
Rewrite Equation (3) p(x, ω
Substituting this into Equation (7), we finally get
We call Equation (6) as "Shrink Principle" and Equation (8) as "Expansion Principle". Based on these principles, we obtain our first integration method which is summarized in Algorithm 1.
C. Analysis of Algorithm I 1) Comparison with Min-Max Principles:
Comparing Equation (1) with Equation (6), we can obtain the following equationq 
Test instance:
end if
The equations above show that both the minimization and maximization principles are special cases of the probabilistic outputs.
From Equation (6), we can see that q i is only dependent on the M ij s with the same i. Adding a new M ij would cause the posterior p(ω + i |x) shrinking from the former value. This is also where the name "shrink principle" comes from. Moreover, the minimum M min ij has the greatest influence on the value of q i . As the gap between the M min ij and other M ij s is growing larger, it would get closer to q i coincidentally. In the extreme case, if all other c ij s except one believe x is a ω + i , we only need to follow the suggestion of the left one. The above situation is quite similar to expansion principle. The effect of adding a new non-zero q i would expand the value of q that means the evidence of x is a ω + is getting stronger.
Refering to the previous example (Figures 1), here we show the procedure in Figures 2. If the proportion of the positive samples in the area near x is not 100% in both the training set (Figures 2 (a) (c) ), then the proportion must be smaller in the combining training set (Figures 2 (e) ). If one of training set contains nearly nothing about the discriminating information (x = 2 in Figures 2 (b) ), then the final result (Figures 2 (f) ) is mainly decided by the other one (Figures 2  (d)) .
Overall, the min-max principles choose the one which contains the most information of discrimination from a set of classifiers. This is similar to the idea of PCA which tries to find the most expressive subsets of features to describe the whole distribution of samples. On the contrary, shrinkexpansion principles take information provided by all the classifiers, and assign different weights on them. If the noise happens rarely, the decision made under shrink-expansion principles would be optimal.
2) Implementation of the System: Closely investigating on the Equation (6) and Equation (8), we find there are mainly two operations involved
The expansion principle (Equation (8)) can be instead calculated with the combination of the above two operators. The structure of our system is designed in Figures 3. 3) Computational Complexity: It needs O(n + n − ) float operations in the shrink procedure. And in the next expansion step, it runs O(n + ) times. Therefore, the overall computational time is bounded by the size of the partial posteriors matrix M , which is O(n + n − ).
4) Extension to Multi-class Problems:
Until now, we have illustrated a method to solve large-scale two-class problems. For a multi-class problem, as pointed in the introduction, we could firstly reduce the original problem into a series of two-class sub-problems with various decomposition methods. Based on the results of these sub-problems, specific integration algorithm would proceed to restore the final result.
If the one-against-all strategy of decomposition is adopted, the class with the maximum possibility would be the winner in the integration stage. And in the one-against-one case, voting based on the possibilities from the underlying subproblems would be carried out then. In addition, many probabilistic frameworks [5] [6] have been proposed to combine the probabilistic outputs. Actually, Equation (6) could be interpreted in another way: the ith positive sub-class plus other n − negative sub-classes are n − + 1 different classes, and it calculates the posterior of one class.
Thus we could easily adopt the above strategies to extend our method to multi-class problems. And the original complex problem would be finally solved in parallel simple ones.
D. Revised Shrink and Expansion Principles
Algorithm 1 is built on the n + × n − binary classifiers which are actually not over complete. We could obtain additional classifiers trained from any two positive samples subsets or two negative ones.
Here we define that "homo-pairwise" classifier is trained from a pair of sample subsets with same type of class label. negative ones we could obtain from the train data.
We calculate q in a different way
The outcome from c ij is
Comparing with Equation (5), we get
Substituting this and Equation (5) into Equation (9), we have
Based on the above equation, the second algorithm is designed in Algorithm 2. Classifiers set 2:
E. Analysis of Algorithm II
1) The Selection of k: For any k = 1, 2, . . . , n + , we could obtain a q k . If the classifiers are "ideal" ones, the value of these q k s would be the same as the posterior probability p(ω + |x). However, it is more unstable than the Algorithm 1 in a noisy system. The first reason is that it uses fewer classifiers than the former one, and the result would be sensitive to the disturbance of several classifiers. Secondly, the k-th positive subset is as a central subset that it makes contribution for each used classifiers. How to select the best k is an important factor for the right decision.
The best k is the indicator of the positive sample subset whose relationship with other positive and negative subsets could effectively and correctly depict the information of discrimination between positive and negative classes. According to this interpretation, we can apply some effective decomposition methods (e.g. K-Means, Spectral Clustering [11], PCA [8] , etc) to divide the original samples into wellseparated subsets. Then the indicator of the subset with the most samples is an appropriate candidate for k. Other methods such as cross-validation could be used to search the best k.
2) Computational Complexity:
The most appealing of this algorithm is its efficiency. During the training stage, it is only needed to train n + + n − classifiers. And in the testing stage, the number of operations would be linable to the number of classifiers. Overall, both the space and the time complexities are O(n + + n − ).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present two experiments to illustrate the effectiveness of our methods.
A. Synthetic Data
In order to provide some intuitions on our algorithms' behavior without influences from the specific classifier, we show the first example in an ideal situation. The two complex distribution are composed from four 2-D gaussian distribution and four 2-D uniformed distribution respectively (Figures 4). We simulate the experiment by 10 times, and 25 samples for each distribution are randomly generated.
For each sample, the outcome matrix M is calculated according to the known distribution. Min-max, shrinkexpansion principles and the revised one are used in the integration stage.
The result (Table I) shows that using min-max principles to estimate posteriors is not accurate enough. And if the pairwise classifiers could express the underlying distribution perfectly, the revised one could achieve the almost high accuracy as the shrink-expansion principles get.
B. Text Categorization
Text categorization is a task to assign a thematic label for a document based on its content. The data set we used is the 20 Newsgroups corpus [12] , which is a collection of 20 different newsgroups and approximately 20000 documents. The version in our experiment is the sorted-by-date one in which duplicates and some headers are removed. In addition, stemming and stop word removal are performed, and all words occurring less than 30 times in the training data are also removed. Finally, the dictionary contains 9208 different kinds of words. The basic classifier we used is the novel naive Bayes classifier, which simply assumes that all the words are independent with others. However, the posterior estimated by naive Bayes tends to be extremely close to 0 or 1 [13] . We instead learn a sigmoidal function p(ω|x) = 1 1 + e Ax+B where x is the outcome of naive Bayes classifier, and A and B's values are searched in an iterative way [14] .
We respectively use four methods to handle this largescale multi-class problem, and their performance (Table II) are compared based on the F 1 values [15] .
Firstly, we simply adopt the one-against-one policy to decompose it into various binary problems, and then choose the class which receives the most votes as the document's label. The other three methods work in a same procedure as the first one in the stage of extending binary solutions to multi-class results, however, for each two-class problem, both the positive and negative training sets are further randomly partitioned into three subsets. Then these three methods do the integration in different principles.
From the results, we can see that shrink-expansion principles have better performance than min-max principles do. For some newsgroups, however, min-max principles achieve higher accuracy which mainly ascribed to two aspects. Firstly, naive Bayes could not describe the true underlying distribution accurate enough. On the other hand, as the existence of noise, min-max principles would preserve the major factor while dropping the noisy parts.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have built a structure of classifiers based on probabilistic formulas to solve the large-scale problems. Another contribution of our work is a statistical explanation to the min-max principle. In addition, an efficient approach is also given to reduce the complexity of computation.
